Celebrity Exes: Anna Faris &
Kat Von D Bond Over Cheating
Exes
By Meghan Khameraj
In celebrity news, Anna Faris and Kat Von D opened up about
their unfaithful exes. Faris and Von D bonded over similar
celebrity relationship woes, including self-doubt when in an
unfaithful relationship. According to UsMagazine.com, Von D
revealed that one of here exes allegedly slept with 18 people
during the course of their relationship. She said, “I think I
was in denial a little bit. I wanted this to be real and it
wasn’t. I used to be a hopeless romantic.” Faris, who was
previously in a celebrity relationship with Avengers star
Chris Pratt, opened up about her own experience, but did not
reveal if Pratt was the man she was speaking about. The two
women also spoke about the negative stigma surrounding women
who are emotional. Faris stated, “Not to be too genderspecific, I do think as women we’re sort of taught to suppress
fear or suspicion, because we might be deemed as suspicious or
neurotic or crazy.”

These two women have cheating
celebrity exes in common. What are
some telltale signs that your
partner may be cheating on you?
Cupid’s Advice:
Anna Faris and Kat Von D opened up about their past celebrity

relationship failures due to partner infidelity. If you’re
unsure if you’re in the same boat as Faris and Von D, Cupid
has some relationship advice to help you notice some telltale
signs of unfaithfulness:
1. They spend more time on their phone: While increased phone
usage can be benign, it’s worth putting your guard up if you
notice your partner has been spending an excessive amount of
time on their phone. It is more so suspect if they will not
allow you to see what they’re doing on their phone.
Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Newlyweds Sadie Robertson &
Christian Huff Indulge in Beach Honeymoon
2. They are more secretive: This is probably the most obvious
sign that something is awry in the relationship. Couples
shouldn’t keep secrets from each other. If you see your
partner hiding their phone when you walk into the room or
spending more time outside of the house without letting you
know where they are going, that might be a hint that they are
up to no good.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Britney Spears & Kevin Federline
‘Don’t Have Much of a Relationship’
3. An overall change in behavior: If your partner’s mood and
behavior have done a complete 180, there must be a reason for
it. Before jumping to conclusions, analyze if there is
anything else that could be causing the behavioral change such
as stress at work. However, if there is no plausible reason
then it is time to sit down with your significant other and
figure out what is going on.
What are some other telltale signs of infidelity? Let us know
in the comments below!

New Celebrity Couple: Kat Von
D and Steve-O Hold Hands at
Airport
By Kyanah Murphy
As we enter into 2016, we have a new celebrity couple in
Hollywood! UsMagazine.com shares the latest celebrity news
with Kate Von D and Steve-O, showing this new celebrity
relationship in full swing, reporting that the celebrity
couple were spotted holding hands at LAX. This is not the
first time the new celebrity couple has traveled together, as
a few days earlier, Steve-O shared a selfie on Instagram with
Von D mid-flight to their destination.

The celebrity couple who travels
together, stays together! What are
some ways going on a trip together
can strengthen your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
You don’t have to be a celebrity couple to travel together.
Why wouldn’t you want to travel with your partner, anyway?
Cupid has three reasons that traveling with your partner is a
great idea.
1. Sharing adventures: By going on trips with your partner,

you get to share whatever adventure you’re going on. Even if
it’s somewhere that seems like it would be no big deal, such
as visiting family, bring your partner along! There are
memories to be made!
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Courteney Cox & Will
Arnett Grab Dinner After Her Split
2. Enduring travels: Traveling is stressful as it is, but
maybe your partner can help lighten the load by accompanying
you. With your partner, you don’t need to shoulder any stress
by yourself, whether it be airport stress, car stress, or
family stress. Your partner is there for you.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Selena Gomez & Niall Horan
Stoke Romance Rumors with Another Night Out
3. Making memories: It’s inevitable; you’re going to make
memories together on your trip whether they are good or bad
(hopefully there are more good than bad). Taking your partner
with you on a trip means more memories for you both.
How has taking your partner on trips strengthened your
relationship? Comment below!

Kat Von D and Deadmau5 Call
It Quits
By Petra Halbur
Kat Von D and Deadmau5 have broken up … again. According to
UsMagazine.com, on June 26, Kat tweeted that she had ended her

engagement to the deejay on grounds of infidelity. Deadmau5
clarified on his Facebook page that he did have relations with
another woman while he and Kat were taking a break last
November. “Following that, Kat and I reconciled and I
acknowledged being intimate with another person while we were
estranged … At the end of June, it was clear that the
relationship was not working and we mutually ended the
engagement. I was not, at any point, unfaithful to Kat during
our time together.”
How do you know when it’s time to call it quits on a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Sometimes it’s difficult to tell if a relationship is worth
salvaging or not. At what point do you know it’s time to break
up? Cupid is here to help:
1. The bad outweighs the good: Every relationship has rough
patches. However, the good parts of a relationship ought to
outnumber and outweigh the bad. If this isn’t the case, then
you need to seriously reconsider your relationship.
2. You’re holding each other back: If you or your partner have
turned job offers down, forgone opportunities to travel or
rejected other exciting propositions for the sake of your
relationship, you two need to discuss if this relationship is
really the best thing for you both.
3. You’re not happy: Ultimately, if you are unhappy in your
relationship, that is reason enough to end it.
When did you know to end your relationship? Tell us below.

Six Famous Relationships That
Started
with
Celebrity
Scandals
By Jessica Smith
Nothing in Hollywood is juicer than a celebrity scandal. Many
Hollywood couples work through humiliating experiences while
dating, including Kim Kardashian and Reggie Bush, who went
through a sex tape scandal; Justin Bieber and Selena Gomez,
who recently dealt with Bieber’s accusation of getting a
fan pregnant; and Miley Cyrus and Liam Hemsworth, who had to
deal with negative press on Cyrus’ sexual antics.
Many of us can relate to similar problems on a smaller scale,
but it can still be exhilarating and deeply saddening to watch
our favorite famous relationships let us down in these ways.
Sometimes, celebrity couples even begin their love lives under
this sort of scrutiny. Although not all celebrity affairs work
out, some blossom into long-lasting relationships and love.
Here are six famous couples that made the headlines with their
scandalous splits, affairs, and ensuing sprint to the altar.

Celebrity Scandals That Turned Into
Celebrity Relationships
1. Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie: After being married to the
beautiful Jennifer Aniston for five years, Brad Pitt and
Aniston’s relationship began to fail when he confessed his
love for Angelina Jolie. Pitt and Jolie worked together on the
set of Mr. & Mrs. Smith as a sexy spy couple, and they took
their on-screen romance off-screen — even while Pitt was still

married. The humanitarian couple has now been together for
seven years. We can thank their six children for pressuring
them to get engaged, so they can finally tie the knot.
2. LeAnn Rimes and Eddie Cibrian: These two stars met on the
set of Northern Lights, where their characters’ relationship
spiraled into a real-world celebrity affair that ended both of
their marriages. While LeAnn Rimes and her ex-husband Dean
Sheremet claimed to go their separate ways with plans to
remain loving friends, Eddie Cibrian’s ex only had negative
things to say about him. Rimes and Cibrian are now happily
married.
Related Link: You’ve Cheated, So Now What?
3. Richie Sambora and Denise Richards: This was a celebrity
scandal that cost Denise Richards a friendship but gained her
a new man. Richie Sambora was married to Heather Locklear for
12 years before things started to get shaky between them.
Richards encouraged her good friend Locklear to file for
divorce, and despite girl code, Sambora and Richards were
caught making out like teenagers a few weeks later. This
seemingly-forbidden romance also required Sambora and Richards
to deal with some pretty messy divorces of their own.
Unfortunately, their relationship recently ended.
4. Tori Spelling and Dean McDermott: Tori Spelling and Dean
McDermott fell in love on the set of the Lifetime movie Mind
Over Murder, but they were both married at the time. The two
quickly separated from their spouses. Before either one was
legally divorced, they decided to announce their celebrity
engagement.
The two were married just a month after
Spelling’s divorce was finalized, and they have been married
since 2006. They have three children and recently announced
that they are expecting their fourth celebrity baby.
Related Link: Eva Longoria Says She’s Not Angry About Ex Tony
Parker’s Affair

From Celebrity Affair To Celebrity
Engagement
5. Jesse James and Kat Von D: Jesse James and Sandra Bullock
were married for five years and had just adopted a son
together when rumors began about James’ unfaithfulness. After
confirmation of numerous affairs, Bullock filed for a
celebrity divorce and decided to raise her son as a single
parent. Not soon after, James started dating tattoo artist Kat
Von D. The two made it as far as an engagement, but they never
made it to their wedding day.
6. Blake Lively and Ryan Reynolds: Although the two didn’t
date
immediately
after
Ryan
Reynolds’
divorce
from wife Scarlett Johansson, it’s believed that Blake Lively
was a factor that led to their split. Considering their
marriage seemed to be going smoothly, their celebrity divorce
announcement was surprising. The actor jumped from one serious
relationship to another, as the celebrity couple was recently
spotted house hunting.
What’s your favorite celebrity scandal? Share your comments
below!

Jesse James and Kat Von D
Call It Quits, Again
Why can’t these two end their relationship without looking
back?
After a six month engagement Jesse James and Kat Von
D ended their relationship in July, only to get back together

one month later in August. Now according to UsMagazine.com,
Von D took to Facebook to confirm the break-up.
So, until
next month, the on-again off-again pair are done for good.
How do you know when your relationship is over for good?
Cupid’s Advice:
Sometimes, you just have to let go. Ending a relationship is
never easy, but you can’t ignore the signs that point towards
Breakupville:
1. Your relationship is unstable: If your friends and loved
ones can’t keep up with your relationship status, it’s time to
call it quits.
2. No change: When neither of you are trying to change what is
wrong in the relationship, than there’s no point in keeping
the relationship going.
3. It’s okay to let go: Sometimes we can become familiar with
a person and become scared to move on. The thing is, if moving
on means being happy, than a little fear is worth it.
How did you get over your fear of being lonely? Share your
thoughts below.

Jesse James and Kat Von D
Split Due to Distance
The rumors are rolling once again about Jesse James and Kat
Von D, as they recently announced that they are calling off

their wedding. This time it’s official. Not only did they
call off the engagement, but they’ve also broken up. They
were in a long distance relationship, with James in Austin and
Von D in LA.
When People asked Von D whether she would
relocate to be with her boyfriend, she responded, “If only it
were that easy. Having two places we call home will be good
for now. In the end, home is where the heart is, and my
heart’s with him. ” Unfortunately, the couple couldn’t keep
doing the long distance thing.
What are some ways to keep a long distance relationship
strong?
Cupid’s Advice:
Surviving a long distance relationship can be tough.

Cupid

has some tips on how to prevent letting distance loosen the
bond:
1. Communicate: Make an effort to frequently communicate.
You’re probably both caught up in your daily routines, but
make sure to schedule a regular time to talk to your loved one
via skype or phone. You can also keep each other up-to-date
via email and text, but it’s important that you hear each
other’s voices.
2. Visit: Of course the sound of your partner’s voice isn’t
always going to be enough. You’ll need some physical contact
in order for the relationship to persevere. Take turns making
trips to see one another, and make sure that you share the
responsibility equitably.
3. Trust: Starting a long distance relationship means
unforeseeable changes and challenges in both of your lives.
If your partner starts forming new circles of friends or
engaging in new activities, don’t assume the worst. Just take
a breather and have faith that your partner will remain loyal
to you.

Have you ever been in a long distance relationship?
your experiences below.

Share

Jesse
James
Says
That
Millions of Married Men Cheat
Famed serial cheater Jesse James recently defended his bad
behavior by pointing out that he’s not the only one,
reports UsMagazine.com. The Monster Garage star told Men’s
Journal, “I never shied away from anything I did. I took full
responsibility. I cheated on my wife.
Guess what? So do
millions of other men.” The 42-year-old, who divorced Sandra
Bullock last year, is currently engaged to Kat Von D.
How do you know if you can trust your partner after past
indiscretions?
Cupid’s Advice:
After your mate is unfaithful, it’s hard to trust them
completely again. Cupid has some tips on how to know if your
partner really has changed for good:
1. Accept the apology: If your partner made one mistake and is
truly sorry, think before throwing away your entire
relationship. Give your mate another shot if you feel they
are being genuine.
2. Don’t forgive multiple affairs: If your significant other
has had multiple indiscretions in the past and doesn’t seem
fully committed to your relationship, you probably can’t trust

them to stay faithful in the future.
3. Have faith: The bottom line is, you’ll never know for sure
if your partner is going to cheat again. But if you decide to
give them another chance, give them your complete trust.
There’s no point in starting over and giving the relationship
a shot if you’re not fully trustful.
Would you trust a partner who cheated in the past? Share your
comments below.

Jesse James Compares Sandra
Bullock and Kat Von D
We all make mistakes in relationships, but Jesse James
doesn’t regret any of his. The former Discovery channel star
told Howard Stern Thursday that Kat Von D is more fun in bed
than Bullock. “She’s a vixen,” he raved of his bride-to-be.
“The way she gets in my head and makes me feel.” James, who
according to UsMagazine.com, loved and cared about Bullock,
has found exactly what he was looking for with Von D. He
sometimes felt insecure with a big-time movie star. “I’ve met
someone that makes me happy — an amazing woman that is willing
to accept me for my faults and not try to change me and loves
me like crazy and has my back,” the former Monster Garage star
explained.
How do you keep from comparing your ex and your new partner?
Cupid’s Advice:

Finding someone new is one of the most amazing things to come
from a break-up. That said, you need to make sure that you’re
ready and that your ex is out of your head. Cupid has some
tips on how to avoid comparing potential new love interests to
exes:
1. Look on the bright side: Your ex is your ex for a reason.
If someone new comes into your life, think of the positive
things … but avoid thinking about why your current
relationship is better than your old.
They’re completely
separate from each other!
2. Keep an open mind: We all need to adjust to new things, and
it’s easy to always refer to past relationships, especially
long-term ones. If you have doubts, remind yourself this is
new and will be different.
3. Go with the flow: Have fun with it, and give things a
chance. Everything happens for a reason, and there could be a
very good one as to why this person is in your life. If it
doesn’t work out, just move on.
right.

Eventually, we all get it

Do you have issues comparing new partners to old ones? Share
your thoughts below.

Jesse James to Pen Memoir
About Sandra Bullock and Kat
Von D
Jesse James has been part of quite a lot of controversy in

Hollywood over the past year. Sandra Bullock’s ex was the
center of a cheating scandal, and then shocked us once again
with a surprise engagement to tattoo artist Kat Von D. Now,
James has signed a book deal with Simon & Schuster’s Gallery
Books, reports E! Online. The book will include details about
James’ marriage to Sandra Bullock, and will also contain
information on James’ engagement to Kat Von D. There is no set
release date as of yet, but Simon & Schuster’s Gallery Books
appears to be looking at a release date later this year.
How should you deal with a vengeful ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s hard to put a relationship behind you when its issues are
still frequently coming up. Though you may have coped with the
breakup, your ex may still be hurting. Here are a few ways to
deal with a vengeful ex:
1. Try to smooth over hurt feelings: Vengeful feelings can
spring from a tough breakup. Though it may be awkward, talking
to your ex and smoothing over hurt feelings may be the best
way for you and your ex to put the past behind you.
2. Ask him to stop: If negotiating with your ex is out of the
question, you can always ask him to stop his hurtful behavior.
This approach must be done tactfully, but if you appeal to his
better nature and make him see that his actions are helping no
one, he may be inclined to stop.
3. Ignore him: If your ex is resisting all negotiation, ignore
his antics. He’s probably only trying to hurt you with his
behavior, and will stop when he sees his efforts are useless.

The Law of Attraction Between
Celebrity Couples
By Yolanda Shoshana, Luscious Lifestyle Diva
Biker boy and ex-husband to America’s sweetheart, Jesse James
recently declared that 2010 was the best year of his life.
That declaration definitely made some people raise an eyebrow
or two. Since when does a messy divorce and the possibility
of losing your child constitute the time of one’s life? But
according to James, it all led to him finding love with Kat
Von D. When he announced his engagement to Von D, people said
they are perfect for each other, which was not necessarily a
compliment in their case. That said, there’s no doubt that
the law of attraction was working its magic when the two of
them met.
Simply speaking, the law of attraction is when “like” attracts
“like.”
Take a look at Jesse James and Sandra Bullock’s
different places in life. Clearly, they had perspectives and
ideals that simply didn’t match, whereas James and Von D are
on the same page.
Another example of the law of attraction at work is between
celebrity couple Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt. They ended up
together not just because of physical attraction, but also due
to other attraction elements. Chances are there were issues
in the Pitt and Aniston marriage, which allowed Jolie to swoop
in. Now, people see Aniston as a woman who can’t find love,
while I see as her as a woman who likes freedom, loves her
body, likes a good looking dude, and just wasn’t about to have
a tribe of children. Aniston’s attraction to Pitt didn’t last
because they simply have different energies and wants in life.
In other words, they broke the law of attraction.

The law of attraction is a key ingredient when it comes to
finding the love of your life. To utilize it in your search
for love, all you have to do is ask, believe and receive with
full clarity. As simple as that sounds, people get impatient
when it comes to the “believe” part.
While it would be
fabulous if the love of your life arrived five minutes after
you incorporated the law of attraction, it doesn’t happen that
way. Sometimes it takes time for the opportunity to present
itself, but know that it’s well worth the wait.

Even Jesse James Deserves a
Second Chance
Right now, it seems the internet is a buzz with the news of
Jesse James and Kat Von D’s engagement.
I was fairly
surprised at the intense debate their announcement fueled, but
then I got to thinking about second chances and leaving the
past in the past. We all know what transpired between Jesse
James and Sandra Bullock.
America’s sweetheart was left
betrayed and left to adopt a son alone, so who wouldn’t be on
her side?
Now there’s Jesse, the resident bad boy now
starting a new life with Kat Von D, who is about as opposite
from a Sandra Bullock type as you can get.
Same story,
different couple.
The thing is, nobody really knows what goes on in a
relationship, but the two people who are in it. Jesse James
and Sandra Bullock are no more, but does that mean that Jesse
doesn’t deserve happiness with someone else? I’m not saying
Jesse and Kat will last forever, but who can you really say

that about, as nothing in life is guaranteed, anyway?
People can change, although to what extent, nobody knows.
People also do really terrible things in relationships and
hearts get broken … but life goes on and hearts continue to
beat.
I don’t believe someone should be punished for the
rest of their life after one mistake. It’s so easy for us to
write someone off as a horrible person; in fact, it’s too
easy.
It’s more difficult to give someone the chance to
redeem him or herself, and second chances can be so worth it.
Should Kat be aware of what she’s getting into? Heck yes! I
am not suggesting one should disregard the past actions of
another. I’m fairly certain there are tons of people just
waiting to tell her, “I told you so!” But if it feels right
in her heart, then really, who are we to judge?
Speaking of judgment, what do you guys think of this
announcement?

Comment below.

Jesse James and Kat Von D Are
Engaged
It’s
wedding
bells
for
one
of
the
most
controversial couples in Hollywood: Jesse James and Kat Von D
have announced their engagement. James and now ex-wife Sandra
Bullock split in June after news of his multiple affairs
surfaced.
The motorcycle mogul, who began dating Kat Von
D shortly after the divorce, professed his love for his
fiancee to People. “You know sometimes the public and press
gets it wrong. This is one of those times. 2010 was actually

the best year of my life because I fell in love with my best
friend. An amazing woman who stood behind me when the world
turned their backs.”
How do you know when someone is truly committed?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be tough to tell if the person you’re dating is
planning on being in the relationship for the long haul.
Cupid has some ideas and how to tell if he’s truly committed:
1. There for you: When the going gets tough, and your partner
stands by you in a time of crisis, it’s safe to say he’s not a
flight risk.
2. All about PDA: If your mate isn’t afraid to sing your
praises in front of anyone and everyone, it’s more than likely
true love.
3. Don’t care what people think: When it comes to your
relationship, sometimes there will be naysayers.
If your
partner doesn’t seem to care about the critics, he’s there for
the count.

Is Denise Richards
Rocker Nikki Sixx?

Dating

Talk about picking the same kind of men. People reports
that Denise Richards admitted she had “gone on a couple dates”
with rocker and radio host Nikki Sixx, 52. Richards, 39, has
had her share of experience with bad boys, including a

complicated marriage to Charlie Sheen and a relationship with
Bon Jovi guitarist Richie Sambora. With her new bad boy, who
recently broke up with Kat Von D, Richards admits, “The God’s
honest truth is we’re taking it very slowly.”Why are women
attracted to bad boys?
Cupid’s Advice:
Cupid has some ideas on why it’s so hard to stay away from a
bad boy:
1. He’s confident: Bad boys attract women because of their
rebellious nature and self-confidence. Many women find the
combination irresistible. But keep in mind that a guy can be
confident and not bad.
2. He needs to be rescued: If you love the idea of a fixerupper, you may flock to a bad boy because you think he’s
damaged and needs to be rescued. That said, it’s not always
the best idea for a stable relationship.
3. He doesn’t like commitment: Some women may not be ready for
a long-term relationship and will sabotage the relationship
from the beginning by dating a heartbreaker. There’s nothing
wrong with dating around, but when you’re ready for a
relationship, cut it out with the bad boys!

Jesse James and Kat Von D: On
or Off?
Sandra Bullock’s ex Jesse James and Kat Von D effectively

squashed all recent breakup rumors, as the pair was caught
kissing while at a restaurant over lunch recently. Rumors
were swirling over James’ recent move to Austin, Texas. In
fact, People reported that Von D is unhappy with the longdistance “go-between” relationship. Von D has also reportedly
been seen with ex-flames Nikki Sixx and Bam Margera. Despite
the rumors, the much-talked-about duo seemed to enjoy lunch
and left a generous tip before leaving the restaurant.What can
excessive PDA mean?
Cupid’s Advice:
While some couples have no qualms about publicly displaying
their affection, most couples are a little more conservative.
If excessive PDA is coming from a couple who usually keeps it
tame, it’s safe to say there’s probably an ulterior motive.
Here are a few things it could mean:
1. Insecurity: If a couple shows their affection in public, it
could mean that they’re insecure in their relationship. They
are trying to prove to others (and themselves) that their
relationship is still going strong, even though it may be
rocky at the moment.
2. Need for attention: Those who step outside the lines of
public decency by excessively showing affection may only wish
to shock others. They have a need for attention that can be
satisfied by some major PDA.
3. Face value: While PDA could have underlying meaning,
sometimes it’s necessary to take the PDA for what it is —
affection. Therefore, it might just mean they’re lustful!

